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Preliminary experiments with an air-cavity towed boat have been conducted on
open water to con¦rm the e¨ect discovered in earlier laboratory-scale experiments that is the possibility of creating the positive propulsive force acting on
the boat by organizing the pulsed combustion of fuelair mixture in the cavity.
In the experiments, the hydrogenair mixture was supplied to the bottom gas
cavity where it was ignited and burned in a pulsed mode. The experiments con¦rmed that pulsed combustion of fuelair mixture in a gas cavity under the boat
bottom creates the positive propulsive force acting on the boat. Moreover, in
some experiments, a considerable increase in the propulsive force was registered
due to §ame acceleration causing a higher overpressure in the cavity. The elevated values of the propulsive force in these conditions can be treated in favor
of a pulsed detonation mode which will be studied later.

1

Introduction

Conventional propulsion systems for water vehicles indirectly convert the chemical energy of fuel into the energy of water motion using the various mechanical
devices like screw propellers, pumps, impellers, etc., which is accompanied with
losses. Moreover, such mechanical devices have a limitation on the maximum vehicle speed associated with cavitation. The losses and limitations caused by the
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indirect energy transformation can be eliminated by using hydrojet propulsion
systems which utilize the direct conversion of fuel energy to water acceleration.
There exist several known ways to produce a propulsive force by (i) depositing
heat to a water §ow with the formation of bubbly water with steam bubbles [1];
(ii) feeding bubbles of inert gas or combustion products to a water §ow [13];
and (iii) burning a hydroreactive fuel in the water §ow [4]. The jet thrust is
created by the acceleration of the outboard water under the action of expanding
gas bubbles. An alternative approach for creating a jet thrust has been recently
suggested in [5, 6]. The jet thrust can be created due to water acceleration in
periodic shock waves exiting from a pulsed detonation tube immersed in a submerged water guide. The medium in the water guide is made compressible by
saturation with bubbles of gaseous detonation products. The corresponding device was named a pulsed detonation hydroramjet [7]. In [8, 9], we proposed to
replace the submerged water guide of a hydroramjet by a pro¦led gas cavity
under the boat bottom. Gas cavities are usually made under boat/ship bottom
for reducing the hydrodynamic drag [1013]. Such cavities partially isolate the
bottom from contact with water and provide gas lubrication due to forced supply
of air or exhaust gases from the main propulsion system. Such gas cavities can
signi¦cantly (by 20% to 30%) reduce the hydrodynamic drag of the boat. We
proposed to add fuel to the air supplied to the cavity and to arrange stationary or pulsed combustion, pulsed de§agration-to-detonation transition (DDT),
or pulsed detonation of the fuelair mixture in it (Fig. 1). Such a cavity can
be referred to as the active gas cavity to distinguish it from the conventional
(passive) gas cavity. With the proper organization of the combustion process in
the active gas cavity, thermal expansion of combustion products can provide an
additional lifting force and reduce the area of contact of the boat bottom with
water as well as a propulsive force caused by the overpressure of combustion
products on redans.
In [14, 15], the processes in the passive and active gas cavities were studied
computationally using three-dimensional (3D) numerical simulations and exper-

Figure 1 Schematic of a ship with a bottom gas cavity with stationary / pulsed
combustion / detonation of the fuelair mixture in it
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imentally on a laboratory test rig at still water conditions. The studies included
purging the cavity with pure air and purging it with the stoichiometric homogeneous propaneair mixture. In the latter case, the mixture was ignited and
burned in the cavity in the mode of continuous stabilized combustion or pulsed
combustion. Both calculations and measurements revealed the generation of the
lifting and propulsive forces acting on the cavity and correlated satisfactorily
with each other.
For further understanding the processes arising in the active gas cavities,
another laboratory test rig was designed and manufactured in [16]. The test
rig included a transparent cylindrical tube with one closed end, a pool with
an optically transparent window, as well as power, ignition, control, and measurement systems. The tube was vertically immersed with its open end in water and ¦lled with a gaseous explosive mixture. The idea of this test rig was
borrowed from [17, 18] where the lifting force acting on the walls of the semiclosed combustion chambers of simple shape (cylindrical, conical, hemispherical,
and annular) was measured in experiments with combustion of a stoichiometric
propaneoxygen mixture above the free surface of water. Contrary to [17, 18],
a stoichiometric propaneair mixture was used in [16]. A series of experiments
on combustion of the mixture in the volume above the free surface of water was
performed at the test rig. Reported in [16] are the results of measurements of
the lifting force acting on the tube, time histories of pressure above the free surface of water, and the results of imaging of the dynamics of §ame and gaswater
interface motion during combustion. Despite the spatial scale of experiments
in [16] was by a factor of 16 smaller than in [15], the physical and mathematical
model of [14, 15] was shown to predict satisfactorily the obtained results. To
the best of our knowledge, no multidimensional computational studies of the
complex two-phase reactive §ow dynamics in active gas cavities are present in
the literature except for [14, 15].
The objective of this work is to provide experimental data for further validation of model [14, 15] in terms of its scaling capability. To follow this objective,
we conduct open water experiments with a larger-scale boat with the active gas
cavity.

2

Boat with Active Gas Cavity

For performing the larger-scale test ¦res on open water, we have designed and
manufactured a towed boat with active gas cavity (Fig. 2). It is designed for
continuous or pulsed combustion of gaseous or liquid fuel. The provision is also
made for arranging pulsed detonations of gaseous mixtures in the cavity.
The dimensions of the towed boat correspond to the dimensions (on a scale
of 1 : 8.5) of the vessel provided by the Alexeev£s Hydrofoil Design Bureau [8]:
2616 mm in length and 524 mm in width. The material of the boat hull is sheet
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Figure 2 Schematic (a) and general view (b) of the towed boat and a view of the
active gas cavity (c)

aluminum of the AMG-5 brand with a thickness of 2 mm. The volume of the
active cavity is 20 l; the material is stainless steel.
The bottom gas cavity is equipped with two independent systems for air and
fuel supply. In the ¦rst, the cavity communicates with the air supply duct via
a prechamber, containing a fuel supply port and a spark plug as well as a slot-like
opening in the 2-slot nozzle unit (the lower slot with prechamber §ame jet in
Fig. 3). The prechamber volume is 1.5 l. In the second, the cavity is ¦lled with
the reactive mixture through the distributed nozzles in the upper wall separating
the cavity and mixture plenum. The mixture is prepared in a separate mixing
chamber communicating with an air duct and fuel supply ports and enters the
plenum through another slot-like opening in the 2-slot nozzle unit (the upper
slot in Fig. 3). The air ducts, fuel supply ports, mixing chamber, prechamber,
and plenum are made of stainless steel.
When organizing combustion or detonation in the cavity, both systems of
air and fuel supply can be simultaneously activated. In the case of continuous or
pulsed combustion, the prechamber is used for creating a continuous or pulsed
§ame jet to ignite the mixture in the cavity (see Fig. 3).
S. M. Frolov et al.
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Figure 3 Imaging of the prechamber §ame jet emanating from the lower slot-like
opening of the 2-slot nozzle

When organizing pulsed detonations in the cavity, the prechamber plays
the role of a predetonator. For reliable detonation initiation via DDT in the
prechamber, a Shchelkin spiral is installed in it. The arising detonation wave
enters the cavity through the lower slot-like opening. As an example, Fig. 4 shows
the records of two ionization probes IP1 and IP2 in the prechamber operating
in the pulsed combustion mode (Fig. 4a) and pulsed detonation mode (Fig. 4b).
The probes are installed along the prechamber 388 mm from each other. Clearly,
in a pulsed combustion mode, the probe signals are smeared and possess a low
amplitude. In a pulsed detonation mode, the probe signals are sharp and possess
a high amplitude.
In addition, the records in Figs. 4a and 4b exhibit di¨erent time intervals between the signals which are not shown to better resolve signal shapes. A shorter
time interval between the signals corresponds to a higher propagation velocity
of the reaction front. Thus, the records in Fig. 4a and 4b correspond to the apparent reaction front velocities of 400 and 1600 m/s, respectively, i. e., a sharper
signal of a higher amplitude in Fig. 4b corresponds to a shock-induced energy
release in a propagating detonation wave.
For test ¦res on open water, a mobile test rig is developed and manufactured
(Fig. 5). The test rig includes a tugboat, a towed boat with active gas cavity,
supply systems of air and fuel, ignition system, data acquisition system, control
system, and the system for measuring the propulsive force. In addition, video
recording is provided: from the coastline and from the tugboat. The air supply
system includes a gasoline blower and a corrugated hose. The fuel supply system contains a fuel cylinder with a pressure reducer and a fuel manifold with
a solenoid valve. The ignition system contains an ignition unit, a high-voltage
wire, and a spark plug mounted in the prechamber. The data acquisition system
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Figure 4 Records of two ionization probes (IPs) in the prechamber operating in
pulsed combustion mode (a) and in pulsed detonation mode (b)

includes pressure sensors in the cavity, in the air manifold, and in the fuel receiver, a load cell, signal ampli¦ers-converters, analog-to-digital converters, and
personal computer (PC). The control system controls solenoid valves and ignition. The system for measuring the propulsive force consists of the measuring
rod and load cell which are rigidly ¦xed on the bow of the tugboat. Another end
of the measuring rod is attached to the towed boat. The supply lines of air, fuel,
and high voltage for the ignition system, control lines (for activating/deactivating
valves), and measurement lines (pressure sensors) are laid along the measuring
rod.
The air and fuel are supplied to the towed boat separately. In the preliminary experiments reported herein, atmospheric air was used as an oxidizer
and hydrogen was used as a fuel. Air was supplied to the prechamber through
a corrugated hose using a gasoline blower Oleo-Mac BV 300. The air supply
was continuous. The §ow rate of air was controlled by changing the position
of the lever in the built-in §ow control system. Hydrogen was supplied from
a 10-liter receiver to the prechamber through a tube of inner diameter 4 mm
S. M. Frolov et al.
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Figure 5 Schematic (a) and general view (b) of a mobile test rig

with 10 holes 0.6 mm in diameter located across the air§ow. The fuel
supply was controlled by the pressure
in the fuel manifold and the opening
time of the solenoid valve.
When the bottom cavity of the
towed boat is purged by pure air
(i. e., during idling), the load cell is
loaded by the force of hydrodynamic
Figure 6 Cyclogram of the operation resistance of water (negative force).
process in the active gas cavity with pulsed The readings of the load cell before
combustion of hydrogenair mixture
ignition are taken as a zero-level
propulsive force.
After ignition,
a pulsed combustion or pulsed detonation mode (working stroke) is established
in the bottom cavity with the development of a positive propulsive force recorded
by the load cell. The cyclogram of the operation process in the active gas cavity
with pulsed combustion of gaseous explosive mixture (Fig. 6) includes several
stages: purging the prechamber and cavity with pure air during time interval
t0 t1 ; ¦lling the prechamber and cavity with gaseous reactive mixture during
time interval t1 t3 ; and ignition of the mixture in the prechamber during time
interval t2 t3 .
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3

Preliminary Test Fires of the Towed Boat
on Open Water

For safety reasons, the preliminary test ¦res of the towed boat with active gas
cavity were performed with a pulsed combustion mode in the cavity. In all test
¦res, a stable operation process of pulsed combustion was obtained. The stern
immersion of the boat was 100 mm with zero trim in all test ¦res.
Before the start of the experiment, a tugboat with an attached towed boat
was positioned along the coastline (see Fig. 5b). The sequence of further operations was as follows:
(1) the governing parameters of pulsed combustion, namely, the fuel supply
pressure (200 to 1000 kPa), the ¦lling time of the prechamber and the
cavity with the gaseous reactive mixture (0.06 to 0.11 s), the cycle frequency
(4 to 10 Hz), and the air mass §ow rate (35140 g/s), were set;
(2) the air supply, data acquisition, and video recording systems were activated;
(3) the tugboat accelerated and reached (in 58 s) a constant speed of 10
12 km/h along the coastline;
(4) the control system for the preset mode of pulsed combustion in active gas
cavity was activated; and
(5) after the preset operation time (normally 10 s), the test ¦re was terminated
by the control system.
The cycle frequency f was controlled by changing time interval t0 t1 (see
Fig. 6). The instantaneous mass §ow rate of the gaseous reactive mixture was
controlled by changing the pressure in the fuel manifold using a pressure reducer
installed at the outlet of fuel receiver and by changing the air §ow rate which
is preset before the experiment by setting the lever of the built-in §ow control
system to one of three positions: minimum, medium, or maximum.
During test ¦res, the following parameters were recorded: propulsive force
acting on the towed boat, pressure in the active gas cavity, pressure in the air
manifold, and pressure in the fuel receiver. The propulsive force was measured
by the Tenzo-M 200-kilogram load cell with an error of ±0.05 kg. The pressure in
the cavity was measured with a KURANT-DA 1.6-megapascal pressure sensor
with an error of 2.4 kPa. The air pressure in the air manifold was measured
with a KURANT-DA 250-kilopascal pressure sensor located in front of the check
valve. The error of air pressure measurement is 0.4 kPa. The pressure in the
fuel receiver was measured with a KURANT-DA 10-megapascal pressure sensor
with an error of 15 kPa. The signals from the sensors were fed to the ADC and
recorded using the PowerGraph software installed on a PC.
S. M. Frolov et al.
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Figure 7 Video frames of a test ¦re with pulsed combustion of hydrogenair mixture
in a gas cavity under the bottom of towed boat: (a) ¦lming from the tugboat; and
(b) ¦lming from the coast

Figure 8 Primary record of the load cell in the test ¦re with operation frequency
of 3.8 Hz

Figure 7 shows the videoframes of one of the test ¦res with pulsed combustion of hydrogenair mixture in a gas cavity under the bottom of towed boat.
Video ¦lming was made from the tugboat (Fig. 7a) and from the coast (Fig. 7b).
When ignition was turned on, the towed boat started making regular oscillatory
movements, accompanied by emissions of a two-phase jet plume and characteristic sound pops from under the stern. After ejection of the jet plume, the stern of
the towed boat was submerged back into the water just below the waterline. The
vibration amplitude of the stern reached 5070 mm with its normal immersion
of 100 mm. When the boat moved, no deviations from the course were observed,
i. e., there were no lateral forces.
Figure 8 shows an example of the primary record of the load cell during
pulsed combustion of hydrogenair mixture in the bottom cavity of the towed
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boat in the experiment with an operation frequency of 3.8 Hz. The horizontal
dash-and-dot line in the plot corresponds to the zero-level propulsive force set at
starting the operation process with pulsed combustion in the cavity. The mean
propulsive force was determined as the mean integral value of the instantaneous
propulsive force measured over some time interval t1 t3 in Fig. 6:
F =

1
t3 − t1

Zt2

F (t) dt .

t1

In preliminary experiments, the maximum values of the force (the amplitude
of force pulsations) attained 125 ± 5 N, although the mean thrust (averaging
over 1020 cycles) was only 3 ± 1 N. However, in some test ¦res, the measured
mean value of the propulsive force turned out to be considerably higher, at
a level of 12 ± 1 N. These test ¦res were accompanied with stronger acoustic
e¨ects. These e¨ects were caused by higher §ame velocities and overpressures in
the cavity. The elevated values of the propulsive force in these conditions could
be treated in favor of a pulsed detonation mode which will be studied later.

4

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, a set of preliminary experiments with a towed boat with a bottom
gas cavity of at least 5 l in volume were conducted on open water. In the experiments, hydrogenair mixture was ignited and burned in the cavity in a pulsed
mode. These experiments con¦rmed that pulsed combustion of fuelair mixture in a gas cavity under the boat bottom creates the positive propulsive force
acting on the boat. Moreover, in some experiments, a considerable increase in
the propulsive force was registered presumably due to §ame acceleration causing
a higher overpressure in the cavity. The elevated values of the propulsive force
in these conditions can be treated in favor of a pulsed detonation mode which
will be studied later.
Based on the results of laboratory tests with the cavities of smaller scales
(60 ml and 1 l) and open water tests with the larger cavity (∼ 5 l), it can be
argued that there are solid grounds for creating ships and boats with propulsion
ensured solely by combustion/detonation of fuelair mixture in the active cavities
under their bottom, thus avoiding the use of conventional propellers. In the
future, we plan to extend the experimental and computational studies to a towed
boat with pulsed detonations of fuelair mixture in a gas cavity under its bottom.
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îáôõòîùå éóðùôáîéñ âõëóéòõåíïê íïäåìé
óõäîá ó çïòåîéåí ôïðìé÷îïê óíåóé
÷ äîéýå÷ïê ëá÷åòîå
ó. í. æÒÏÌÏ×1,2 , ó. ÷. ðÌÁÔÏÎÏ×3 , ë. á. á×ÄÅÅ×1 , ÷. ó. áËÓ¾ÎÏ×1 ,
÷. ó. é×ÁÎÏ×1,2 , á. å. úÁÎÇÉÅ×1 , é. á. óÁÄÙËÏ×1 , æ. ó. æÒÏÌÏ×1,2 ,
é. ï. ûÁÍÛÉÎ1,2
1

æÅÄÅÒÁÌØÎÙÊ ÉÓÓÌÅÄÏ×ÁÔÅÌØÓËÉÊ ÃÅÎÔÒ ÈÉÍÉÞÅÓËÏÊ ÆÉÚÉËÉ
ÉÍ. î. î. óÅÍ¾ÎÏ×Á òÏÓÓÉÊÓËÏÊ ÁËÁÄÅÍÉÉ ÎÁÕË
òÏÓÓÉÑ, íÏÓË×Á 119991, ÕÌ. ëÏÓÙÇÉÎÁ, Ä. 4
2
îÁÕÞÎÏ-ÉÓÓÌÅÄÏ×ÁÔÅÌØÓËÉÊ ÉÎÓÔÉÔÕÔ ÓÉÓÔÅÍÎÙÈ ÉÓÓÌÅÄÏ×ÁÎÉÊ
òÏÓÓÉÊÓËÏÊ ÁËÁÄÅÍÉÉ ÎÁÕË
òÏÓÓÉÑ, íÏÓË×Á 117218, îÁÈÉÍÏ×ÓËÉÊ ÐÒÏÓÐ., Ä. 36-1
3
ãÅÎÔÒÁÌØÎÏÅ ÍÏÒÓËÏÅ ËÏÎÓÔÒÕËÔÏÒÓËÏÅ ÂÀÒÏ »áÌÍÁÚ¼
òÏÓÓÉÑ, óÁÎËÔ-ðÅÔÅÒÂÕÒÇ 196070, ÕÌ. ÷ÁÒÛÁ×ÓËÁÑ, Ä. 50

äÌÑ ÓÎÉÖÅÎÉÑ ÇÉÄÒÏÄÉÎÁÍÉÞÅÓËÏÇÏ ÓÏÐÒÏÔÉ×ÌÅÎÉÑ ÓÕÄÏ× ÐÏÄ ÉÈ ÄÎÉÝÅÍ
ÆÏÒÍÉÒÕÀÔ ÇÁÚÏ×ÙÅ ËÁ×ÅÒÎÙ. ôÁËÉÅ ËÁ×ÅÒÎÙ ÞÁÓÔÉÞÎÏ ÉÚÏÌÉÒÕÀÔ ÄÎÉÝÅ
ÓÕÄÎÁ ÏÔ ËÏÎÔÁËÔÁ Ó ×ÏÄÏÊ, ÏÂÅÓÐÅÞÉ×ÁÑ »ÇÁÚÏ×ÕÀ ÓÍÁÚËÕ¼ ÚÁ ÓÞÅÔ ÐÏÄÁÞÉ
× ÎÉÈ ÁÔÍÏÓÆÅÒÎÏÇÏ ×ÏÚÄÕÈÁ ÉÌÉ ÏÔÒÁÂÏÔÁ×ÛÉÈ ÇÁÚÏ× ÓÉÌÏ×ÏÊ ÕÓÔÁÎÏ×ËÉ.
úÁ ÓÞÅÔ ÓÐÅÃÉÁÌØÎÏÇÏ ÐÒÏÆÉÌÉÒÏ×ÁÎÉÑ ÄÎÁ É ÏÂ×ÏÄÏ× ÓÕÄÎÁ ÕÄÁÅÔÓÑ ÓÎÉÚÉÔØ
ÅÇÏ ÇÉÄÒÏÄÉÎÁÍÉÞÅÓËÏÅ ÓÏÐÒÏÔÉ×ÌÅÎÉÅ ÎÁ 20%30% ÐÒÉ ÏÔÎÏÓÉÔÅÌØÎÏ ÎÉÚËÉÈ
ÚÁÔÒÁÔÁÈ ÍÏÝÎÏÓÔÉ ÓÉÌÏ×ÏÊ ÕÓÔÁÎÏ×ËÉ (ÍÅÎÅÅ 3%). îÁÍÉ ÐÒÅÄÌÏÖÅÎÏ Ë ÐÏÄÁ×ÁÅÍÏÍÕ × ËÁ×ÅÒÎÕ ×ÏÚÄÕÈÕ ÄÏÂÁ×ÌÑÔØ ÇÏÒÀÞÅÅ É ÏÒÇÁÎÉÚÏ×ÁÔØ × ÎÅÊ ÓÔÁÃÉÏÎÁÒÎÏÅ ÉÌÉ ÐÕÌØÓÉÒÕÀÝÅÅ ÇÏÒÅÎÉÅ ÉÌÉ ÄÅÔÏÎÁÃÉÀ ÔÏÐÌÉ×ÎÏ-×ÏÚÄÕÛÎÏÊ
ÓÍÅÓÉ. ðÒÉ ÐÒÁ×ÉÌØÎÏÊ ÏÒÇÁÎÉÚÁÃÉÉ ÐÒÏÃÅÓÓÁ ÇÏÒÅÎÉÑ × ËÁ×ÅÒÎÅ ÔÅÐÌÏ×ÏÅ
ÒÁÓÛÉÒÅÎÉÅ ÐÒÏÄÕËÔÏ× ÇÏÒÅÎÉÑ ÍÏÖÅÔ ÏÂÅÓÐÅÞÉÔØ ÄÏÐÏÌÎÉÔÅÌØÎÕÀ ÐÏÄßÅÍÎÕÀ ÓÉÌÕ, ÓÎÉÖÁÀÝÕÀ ÐÌÏÝÁÄØ ËÏÎÔÁËÔÁ ÄÎÉÝÁ ÓÕÄÎÁ Ó ×ÏÄÏÊ, Á ÔÁËÖÅ Ä×ÉÖÕÝÕÀ ÓÉÌÕ ÂÌÁÇÏÄÁÒÑ ×ÏÚÄÅÊÓÔ×ÉÀ ÄÁ×ÌÅÎÉÑ ÐÒÏÄÕËÔÏ× ÇÏÒÅÎÉÑ ÎÁ ÐÌÏÓËÉÅ
×ÅÒÔÉËÁÌØÎÙÅ ÕÞÁÓÔËÉ ÄÎÉÝÁ ÓÕÄÎÁ ¡ ÒÅÄÁÎÙ, ÐÒÉÞÅÍ ÓÏÚÄÁ×ÁÅÍÁÑ Ä×ÉÖÕÝÁÑ ÓÉÌÁ ÍÏÖÅÔ ÂÙÔØ ÄÏÓÔÁÔÏÞÎÏÊ ÄÌÑ Ä×ÉÖÅÎÉÑ ÓÕÄÎÁ ÂÅÚ ÉÓÐÏÌØÚÏ×ÁÎÉÑ
ÇÒÅÂÎÙÈ ×ÉÎÔÏ×.
äÌÑ ÐÒÏ×ÅÒËÉ ÉÄÅÉ ÎÁÍÉ ÐÒÏ×ÅÄÅÎÙ ÇÁÚÏÄÉÎÁÍÉÞÅÓËÉÅ ÒÁÓÞÅÔÙ, ÎÁ ÏÓÎÏ×Å ËÏÔÏÒÙÈ ÓÐÒÏÅËÔÉÒÏ×ÁÎÁ É ÉÚÇÏÔÏ×ÌÅÎÁ ÂÕËÓÉÒÕÅÍÁÑ ÍÏÄÅÌØ ÓÕÄÎÁ Ó ÇÁÚÏ×ÏÊ ËÁ×ÅÒÎÏÊ, × ËÏÔÏÒÏÊ ÐÒÅÄÕÓÍÏÔÒÅÎÁ ×ÏÚÍÏÖÎÏÓÔØ ÏÒÇÁÎÉÚÁÃÉÉ ÐÕÌØÓÉÒÕÀÝÅÇÏ ÇÏÒÅÎÉÑ ×ÏÄÏÒÏÄÁ ÉÌÉ ÐÒÏÐÁÎÁ Ó ×ÏÚÄÕÈÏÍ. äÌÑ ÐÒÏ×ÅÄÅÎÉÑ
ÜËÓÐÅÒÉÍÅÎÔÁÌØÎÙÈ ÉÓÓÌÅÄÏ×ÁÎÉÊ ÒÁÚÒÁÂÏÔÁÎÁ ÍÏÂÉÌØÎÁÑ ÌÁÂÏÒÁÔÏÒÎÁÑ
ÕÓÔÁÎÏ×ËÁ, ÓÏÓÔÏÑÝÁÑ ÉÚ ËÁÔÅÒÁ-ÂÕËÓÉÒÏ×ÝÉËÁ Ó ÔÑÇÏÉÚÍÅÒÉÔÅÌØÎÏÊ ÛÔÁÎÇÏÊ, ÂÕËÓÉÒÕÅÍÏÊ ÍÏÄÅÌÉ Ó ÇÁÚÏ×ÏÊ ÄÎÉÝÅ×ÏÊ ËÁ×ÅÒÎÏÊ É ÆÏÒËÁÍÅÒÏÊ, Á ÔÁË296
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ÖÅ ÓÉÓÔÅÍ ÐÏÄÁÞÉ ÔÏÐÌÉ×Á É ×ÏÚÄÕÈÁ, ÚÁÖÉÇÁÎÉÑ, ÉÚÍÅÒÅÎÉÑ ÔÏÌËÁÀÝÅÇÏ
ÕÓÉÌÉÑ É ÄÁÔÞÉËÏ× ÄÁ×ÌÅÎÉÑ. üËÓÐÅÒÉÍÅÎÔÙ, ÐÒÏ×ÅÄÅÎÎÙÅ ÎÁ ÏÔËÒÙÔÏÊ
×ÏÄÅ ÐÒÉ ÐÏÓÔÏÑÎÎÏÊ ÓËÏÒÏÓÔÉ Ä×ÉÖÅÎÉÑ Ó×ÑÚËÉ »ËÁÔÅÒ-ÂÕËÓÉÒÏ×ÝÉË  ÂÕËÓÉÒÕÅÍÁÑ ÍÏÄÅÌØ¼ ÎÅ ÍÅÎÅÅ 5 Í/Ó É ÞÁÓÔÏÔÅ ÒÁÂÏÞÅÇÏ ÐÒÏÃÅÓÓÁ × ËÁ×ÅÒÎÅ
ÏÔ 4 ÄÏ 10 çÃ, ÐÏÄÔ×ÅÒÄÉÌÉ, ÞÔÏ ÐÕÌØÓÉÒÕÀÝÅÅ ÇÏÒÅÎÉÅ ÔÏÐÌÉ×Á × ËÁ×ÅÒÎÅ
ÓÏÚÄÁÅÔ ÐÏÌÏÖÉÔÅÌØÎÙÅ ÐÏÄßÅÍÎÕÀ É Ä×ÉÖÕÝÕÀ ÓÉÌÙ, ÄÅÊÓÔ×ÕÀÝÉÅ ÎÁ ÂÕËÓÉÒÕÅÍÕÀ ÍÏÄÅÌØ. òÅÚÕÌØÔÁÔÙ ÒÁÂÏÔÙ ÍÏÇÕÔ ÓÔÁÔØ ÏÓÎÏ×ÏÊ ÄÌÑ ÐÒÏÅËÔÉÒÏ×ÁÎÉÑ ÓÕÄÏ× ÎÏ×ÏÇÏ ÔÉÐÁ, Ä×ÉÖÅÎÉÅ ËÏÔÏÒÙÈ ÐÏÌÎÏÓÔØÀ ÏÂÅÓÐÅÞÉ×ÁÅÔÓÑ
ÇÏÒÅÎÉÅÍ ÔÏÐÌÉ×Á × ÇÁÚÏ×ÙÈ ËÁ×ÅÒÎÁÈ ÐÏÄ ÄÎÉÝÅÍ.
òÁÂÏÔÁ ×ÙÐÏÌÎÅÎÁ ÚÁ ÓÞÅÔ ÓÕÂÓÉÄÉÉ, ×ÙÄÅÌÅÎÎÏÊ æéã èæ òáî ÎÁ ×ÙÐÏÌÎÅÎÉÅ ÇÏÓÕÄÁÒÓÔ×ÅÎÎÏÇÏ ÚÁÄÁÎÉÑ ÐÏ ÔÅÍÅ 0082-2019-0006 (ÎÏÍÅÒ ÇÏÓÕÄÁÒÓÔ×ÅÎÎÏÊ ÒÅÇÉÓÔÒÁÃÉÉ AAAA-A21-121011990037-8), É ÓÕÂÓÉÄÉÉ, ×ÙÄÅÌÅÎÎÏÊ
æçõ æîã îééóé òáî ÐÏ ÔÅÍÅ 0065-2019-0005 (ÎÏÍÅÒ ÇÏÓÕÄÁÒÓÔ×ÅÎÎÏÊ ÒÅÇÉÓÔÒÁÃÉÉ AAAA-A19-119011590092-6).
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